About Webinar

Critical chain project management (CCPM) is a method of planning and managing projects that emphasizes the resources (people, equipment, physical space) required to execute project tasks. It differs from more traditional methods that derive from critical path and PERT algorithms, which emphasize task order and rigid scheduling. This webinar aims to give participants a quick overview of CCPM approach and also some insight on how it can be a superior alternative to the conventional project management approach. The main aim of this webinar is to introduce participants to the concept of CCPM and to develop an understanding as to how it can be applied in an organization with practical case studies.

Webinar Coverage

- Introduction
- Basic concepts of ToC
- Traditional Project Planning Tools
- Common Project problems
- Pitfalls of traditional project planning tools
- The Critical Chain method
- How does CCM address these pitfalls

SPEAKER

B. Girish, Sr. Dy. Director, NPC, an expert on TQM, TOC, Lean and other related areas. He has applied Critical Chain concepts as a part of consulting assignments with large Project centric organisations. He is an eminent trainer who has been an International Expert Faculty with the Asian Productivity Organisation (APO), Tokyo, Japan.
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